Power Point presentations for the Department Research Rounds can now be found on the Department of Pediatrics and Human Development website. You may use the following link to locate them: http://www.phd.msu.edu/Divisions/BasicResearch/ResearchRounds.aspx

SAVE THE DATE

- **Wednesday, July 24, 2013, Pediatrics and Human Development Department Meeting:** Guests will include CHM Dean Dr. Marsha Rappley and our Incoming Chair Dr. B. Keith English. 12:00pm – 1:30pm, Radiology Board Room, Room 162 Radiology Bldg. (Faculty please plan to attend)

- **Thursday, August 1, 2013, Pediatric Grand Rounds: Mary Moore**, Associate Professor, Michigan State University College of Human Medicine; Assistant Professor, Pediatric and Adolescent Medicine, Western Michigan University, “Pitfalls in Pediatric Rheumatology”. 8:00am – 9:00am, Sparrow Hospital Auditorium.

- **Wednesday, September 11, 2013: Department Retreat**: 12:00pm – 5:00pm, Radiology Auditorium/Atrium. RSVP to Kristine Kounelis at 517-355-3308 or Kristine.kounelis@hc.msu.edu

- **Saturday, September 28, 2013: Teddy Bear Hospital & Picnic**: 11:00am – 3:00pm, MSU’s 4-H Children’s Garden. RSVP to Kristine (Kristine.kounelis@hc.msu.edu) for your booths, activities, tables, chairs, and electrical needs.

- **Friday, October 11, 2013, Educational Lectures; Alumni Reunion Lunch; Andrew D. Hunt, M.D. Endowed Lectureship: Patrick Alguire, M.D., CHM Class of 1975. East Lansing campus of Michigan State University.** Additional information to follow.

- **Friday, October 11, 2013, Gala 2013**: Additional information to follow. Grand Rapids, MI.

- **Saturday, October 12, 2013: Tailgate & Homecoming Football Game**: Additional Information to follow. East Lansing, MI.

- **Thursday, October 17, 2013, Pediatric Grand Rounds - Annual Heavenrich Lecture Presentation: Robert Noll, PhD., Professor of Pediatrics, Psychiatry & Psychology, Department of Pediatrics School of Medicine, University of Pittsburgh Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh. Former graduate of Michigan State University – College of Arts and Sciences, Department of Psychology, “Medical Trauma and Children's Psychosocial Functioning: What is Normal?”**: 8:00am – 9:00am, Sparrow Hospital Auditorium.
Thursday, October 17, 2013, Annual Heavenrich Dinner Lecture Presentation: Robert Noll, PhD., Professor of Pediatrics, Psychiatry & Psychology, Department of Pediatrics School of Medicine, University of Pittsburgh Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh. Former graduate of Michigan State University - College of Arts and Sciences, Department of Psychology, "Medical Trauma and Children's Psychosocial Functioning: What is Normal?". Horizon Conference Center, 6200 State Street, Saginaw MI. Dinner will be provided. Additional information to be announced.